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PREFACE

CORPORATE ENTREPRENEUR COMMUNITY

THANK YOU
Thank you to everyone who joined us in Lima.

And a very special thank you to our hosts at Intercorp, La
Victoria Lab and all of the portfolio companies who were so
gracious in sharing with us their experiences and offering us a
window into their work.
We had an amazing couple of days.
Intercorp is a holding company, based in Lima, comprised
of over 30 diverse companies including large businesses in
finance, education, retail and hospitality. They are leading real
social, cultural and economic transformation throughout Peru.
La Victoria Lab is the innovation hub that facilitates
transformation and innovation across this diverse, complex
corporate ecosystem. We were amazed by the level and
quantity of innovation expertise going on throughout
Intercorp.
And we would be remiss if we didn’t acknowledge the
incredible culinary experience that was weaved into almost
every aspect of our visit.
Attached is an overview of our meeting, beginning with our
visits to portfolio companies Innova Schools, Interbank and
the Real Mall in central Lima. It was also a special experience
for our hosts, who benefitted from your feedback.
They were truly thrilled that leadership from such distinguished
companies were genuinely interested in the work they are
doing. This is an important part of our member visits.
So again, a huge thank you to everyone at Intercorp and La
Victoria Lab for being part of our community and for hosting
our Spring 2019 meeting.

STEVE LIGUORI & ERIC RIES
Co-Founders of the CEC
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PREFACE

CEC PERU: EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY
•

Intercorp is the largest company in Peru. La Victoria Lab is the innovation hub for
Intercorp’s 30+ portfolio companies – in industries as diverse as finance, insurance,
hospitality and retail . La Victoria is the model for how an Innovation Lab can be the
catalyst for change across a diverse corporate ecosystem. ( Page 9 )

•

Through a collaboration with IDEO, Intercorp created the Innova Schools - A
repurposing of the education system in Peru. This experiment has since been scaled
to 50+ schools, 40,000+ students, and is a profitable business for Intercorp. ( Page 6 )

•

Interbanks Agile Center is the innovation driver fro Peru’s second largest bank,
and Intercorp’s largest portfolio company. Our visit to the Agile Center offered us
a unique view into how innovation teams work with each other and how they are
connected to each of the business units within Interbank. ( Page 7 )

•

Leadership and C-Suite advocacy is critical to accelerate innovation at large
companies. CEC Members from AMFAM and DuPont shared their experiences
engaging leadership to support innovation programs. ( Page 15 )

•

Proctor and Gamble is changing legacy systems, some in place for over 50 years, to
create entrepreneurial career tracks and support innovation across all of its business
units. We learned how they are doing it from Erika Long, Human Resources Lead for
their GrowthWorks program. ( Page 18 )

•

New businesses, products and services are vital to drive growth at every company.
We explored best practices in scaling validated ideas in complex enterprises. Marvin
Gross from HP shared his real world experiences “handing-off” new products into
existing business units. ( Page 22 )

•

CEC Co-Founders Steve Liguori and Eric Ries offered CEC members their insights and real strategies – on topics including the importance of cultural change before
investing in new technologies, how to influence leadership, and why branding
innovation programs helps build an identity and impacts their success. ( Page 23 )
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SESSION 1

INNOVA SCHOOLS

EXPERIENCE
Innova Schools started as a pilot project between La Victoria Labs and IDEO.
The original school – a K–12 experiment designed to provide a learning experience to
meet the needs of a growing middle class in Peru – eventually grew to involve almost 700
students.
Innova schools are one of the 33 portfolio companies of Intercorp. It is a progressive
education model, a reinvented school system. Innova is helping to prepare the children of
Peru’s middle class for university, and for the future workforce needs of Peru.
We were fortunate to visit one of the Innova schools, located in Lima Peru and meet some
of their administrators. We learned about their format – teacher led, small groups that
embrace technology and rely on parent involvement.
Innova is a profitable business for Intercorp. It has been scaled to over 50 schools across
Peru, with over 40,000 students and 2000 teachers.

LESSON LEARNED
Doing Well by Doing Good is real. When successful, it creates a virtuous cycle of
profitability, economic development and positive social impact.
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SESSION 2

INTERBANK

AGILE CENTER
Interbank is one of the largest financial
institutions in Latin America. It was founded
in Lima in 1897. Interbank is the largest
company in the Intercorp portfolio.

Each “Squad” communicates verbally – they
have an open floor plan which encourages
direct conversation and interaction
between employees. They do not rely on
technology as a communication vehicle
(they make it a point to use minimal email,
texting).

We visited the Interbank Agile Center,
located in its own lab space in downtown
Lima and had a tour from Jennifer Castro,
the lead Transformation Partner there.

They measure progress on custom white
boards – located at the end of each squad’s
workspace.

The agile center is staffed with some 120
people. About 35% of the employees are
internal, employed by the bank. The rest
are external contractors who are deployed
as needed. They are essentially full time
contractors, a unique arrangement, but
one that offers the bank access to specific
skill sets – and perspectives.

The squads are self-governing. For
example – they determine member roles,
start-times, and cadence.
At the end of each Sprint – the squads
evaluate: What could we have done better?

The Agile center strives to develop new
customer centric products for Interbank.
They do this by leveraging a different way
of thinking – facilitated by team leaders,
and a unique communication style.

LESSON LEARNED
Communication is key – The underlying
success of Interbank’s Agile Center is
rooted in open communication and
alignment between teams, and with
the broader bank.
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SESSION 3

INTERCORP’S

REAL PLAZA MALL
We visited the Real Plaza Mall in central
Lima, which is an Intercorp mall and
real estate holding (another portfolio
company). The Real Plaza Mall is the largest
in Lima –with over 60 independent stores,
a large food court and two big box stores.
We observed that this mall, unlike many in
the U.S., was not only bustling and crowded,
but there was essentially no empty stores.
Retail is still a dominant industry in Peru.
Culturally, Peruvians are more comfortable
buying in person than online. We explored
this concept more deeply in later sessions
– specifically how La Victoria is working
with some of their portfolio companies to
build an e-commerce infrastructure.
Rodrigo Conroy, the Head of the Real Plaza
Innovation Lab, described some of the
innovations they are working on, including
a communal food and cooking space, a
children’s activity center, and a reimagined
movie theatre experience.

LESSON LEARNED
Innovation is organic and never
ends – it addresses always evolving
cultural AND commercial problems
to be solved – which vary by culture,
region and economic class.
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SESSION 4

INTERCORP

LA VICTORIA LAB
PEDRO MELIAN
Digital Product Lead La Victoria Lab

We began our formal meeting with an overview of La Victoria Lab.
The Lab facilitates innovation across Intercorp’s 33 portfolio companies
(80,000+ employees).
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SESSION 4

THEY DISCUSSED CASE STUDIES

The portfolio represents a diverse range of
industries including finance, education, retail,
pharmacy, insurance and hotels.

•

INTERCORP’S MISSION STATEMENT

•

“We are working to make Peru the best place
to raise a family in Latin America.”

The Lab designs for the middle class of Peru.
This is their customer.

•

Re-design of 300 branches of interbank;
Innova schools – reinventing education
in Peru;
Pharmaceutical app/delivery services.

The lab is located in a house in a residential
area of Lima. This is deliberate so that the
Intercorp group is grounded in the real lives
of middle-class people and their families. And
is well aligned with Intercorp’s mission.
LA VICTORIA LAB’S PRIMARY FOCUS

•
•

Digital transformation
Cultural transformation

The lab’s strength is in ideation, helping
the portfolio companies identify customer
problems then exploring solutions that can be
commercialized.
However – they recognize that the strategy is
in the delivery. Real solutions IMPLEMENTED.

MARVIN
Why middle class?

PEDRO
Because our middle class is aspirational. They are the future, and
the key users of the products and services across all of our portfolio
companies. We understand this “customer” and how to tell their
diverse stories.
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The full meeting recap is available to members only.

